
Jerusalem artichokes

I almost missed the dusty brown wicker basket 
with its cargo of palest-ivory artichokes. Rolling 
them over in my hand and brushing the loose soil 
from them with my thumb, I wasn’t even sure if 
they were artichokes at all. Slender and smooth, 
with the smell of fresh earth, they lacked the 
warts, knobs and tight crevices that I associate 
with the root vegetable known for its capacity 
to produce velvety soups and triumphant wind. 
They had long tails and whiskers, too. When I 
got them home in their brown paper bag it was 
like washing baby mice under the cold tap.

I steamed the artichokes unpeeled, then browned them in a shallow pan 
of butter and oil, parsley and a last-minute shot of lemon juice.

I had expeced the usual earthiness, and the introducion of lemon juice 
only went on to highlight that, but what surprised was the warm nuttiness 
of the little tubers and the pleasing roughness of their skins. The outside  
was all texture, like eating walnuts, the inside a mouthful of ivory-hued, 
fudgy delight, with a whiV of the artichoke hearts with which they are  
often confused.

Beside them in a small pile were several slices of cold roast pork as thin 
as paper and three long shards of crisp crackling, its skin blistered with 
golden bubbles. No condiments save the buttery, walnut-coloured juices 
and a scattering of burnt bits from the pan. Rarely has a meal of cold meat 
and vegetables been so satisfying, its sepia tones perfecly suited to the grey 
of a cold November day.

Despite its dullness of hue, the artichoke is a member of the sunXower 
family, and may take its name from the Italian girasole – because of the 
Xowers’ habit of moving with the sun. There is another line of thought, 
which I prefer, that the name is from Terneuzen, the third largest Dutch 
port and home to the Xying Dutchman, from where they were Wrst 
imported to Britain. While either explanation makes sense, this artichoke’s 
homeland is neither Holland nor Jerusalem but North America.
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An artichoke diary
February 23  A paper bag of beige tubers dusted with Wne, black soil arrives 
on a winter morning, when the earth is white with frost. Artichokes will 
survive shade, and I decide to grow them close to the thick yew hedge that 
acs as an impenetrable boundary for the vegetable garden; a patch where 
little has previously even survived, let alone Xourished. I fork the area lightly. 
The soil is rich but light, and surprisingly less claggy than it has been in past 
years. The recent frosts have broken down the soggy clods into something 
altogether more friable.

The tubers are Fuseau, unusually smooth, each with a pink nose at  
the pointed end. Ten small holes, 1cm deep and a good 0cm apart, are  
to be their home. I put them in nose up, then cover them with soil and a 
forest of hazel twigs to give any inquisitive foxes a poke in the eye.
April 16   First signs of life, here and there a furry shoot pokes through the 
soil like the ears of a startled hare. I run out with the coVee grounds and 
organic slug pellets.
May 4  Tufts of matt green leaves sprout from stems white with hairs, their 
edges cut as if with pinking shears.
May 15  Eighteen inches high, the hairy stems and their long ears are leaning 
away from the hedge and towards the light, as beWts their other name, the 
sunchoke. I tie them up with strong brown string.
November 9  The stems are taller than a man, and sway back and forth in 
the wind. The leaves have almost blackened with the Wrst frosts, and are 
leaning across the path. They rustle as you push past them on the way to the 
compost. An eerie sound on a dark evening. If they were in a more exposed 
site, such as an open allotment, I would cut the stalks down and lay them 
over the soil to keep the tubers cosy through the winter.
November 17  The garden fork goes in and I lift out a huge root dripping 
with twenty or more long, smooth tubers. It is one of many, but I take only 
half of them, leaving enough behind to sprout next year.

Jerusalem artichokes make you fart. This has probably cost them  
more than a few friends, but they have so much going for them, both  
as a vegetable for the allotment – their height makes an eVicient windbreak 
for more tender vegetables such as spinach or peas – and in those legendary 
smooth cream soups, that I do everything I can to encourage people to  
try them. I have been known to add them quietly to a mixed vegetable soup 
and not tell anyone. Perhaps quietly is not the right word.

And whilst the odd bay leaf in the cooking water or a thorough peeling 
may (or may not) calm their side eVecs, it really is just a case of learning  
to love them.

A Jerusalem artichoke in the garden
Once the stems are fully grown and the Xower buds open, the artichoke’s 
connecion to the sunXower is unmistakable. The Xowers are delicate, others 
might say pathetic, so I dig in a few Velvet Queen sunXowers amongst them 
to add a touch of opulence to their secion of the garden. Their thick stalks 
and spreading roots take up quite a bit of space, which is why it is best to 
grow them near the back of the vegetable border. In a windy autumn, their 
stems may need tying back.

ProliWc is a word I heard more than once before I planted my own 
artichokes. You get a lot going on underground from planting time in 
January and February (you can put them in as late as May) through to what 
can be a copious harvest in late autumn and winter. Many gardeners trim 
the Xowers and the tallest of the shoots in midsummer to encourage the 
plant to plough all its strength into the slowly fattening tubers. I Wnd this 
neither necessary nor aesthetically pleasing.

The tubers over-winter well enough in deep ground (pile soil on top if 
you think they might be too near the surface) and keep better there than in 
the house. If your ground freezes and you do need to bring them in, they 
will keep well if the air is a little damp. The bottom of the fridge is ideal.

I am looking out at mine as I write, their swaying stems and rich, 
tobacco-brown winter foliage stands striking against the row of golden 
hornbeam that does its best to shield the garden from the worst of the west 
wind. The tallest and most elegant of vegetable plants, even in repose.

Topinambors, as the French and Italians know them, thrive on rich soil 
and sunshine and the slugs are partial to their tender new shoots, but they 
have few other demands. They will grow on a shady site, and even suVer 
neglec from the watering can. A patch will last for years if you wish it to, 
though replanting regularly will, say the experts, give you smoother tubers. 
And whilst everyone seems determined they will become a weed if you fail 
to clear the ground properly, I can think of worse weeds to deal with than 
one that will bring me soup of such solace.
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Varieties
Not many, but I recommend Fuseau for a smooth, delicately Xavoured 
tuber; Stampede for a knobbly variety with the look of a Henry Moore 
sculpture, and Dwarf Sunray for those who prefer not to peel their ’chokes.

A Jerusalem artichoke in the kitchen
The smoother varieties and those with Wne, pale skins often need nothing 
more than a good wash under running water. The knobbly ones are likely 
to hold on to their mud like a rabbit holds on to its coat. I take a scrubbing 
brush to them; it’s often the only way to get the soil out from the deeper 
notches and dimples. Once you break the skin you are in trouble, and will 
need the acion of lemon juice to stop the white Xesh browning. A bowl of 
acidulated water will do. Resist the temptation to peel them and instead 
celebrate the vegetable’s wholehearted earthiness.

You can eat them raw, thinly sliced and tossed with parsley, nut oil 
and the juice of an orange or lemon, or perhaps with shredded salami and 
again, more parsley. Artichokes like to be steamed or cooked in butter. 
Simmered only with stock or water, a soup of Jerusalem artichokes can give 
the impression of having been laced with cream, even when the only dairy 
produce it contains is a knob of butter.

Peeled, they are likely to turn to wet mush in the pan, so I scrub them 
instead. You can boil them with a little lemon in the water, but better,  
I think, to steam them in a colander set over merrily simmering water,  
in which case their Xesh is less likely to collapse. Marry them to parsley,  
to lemon (to emphasise their earthy qualities) or to seafood and anoint them 
with butter. But the real trick is to bring them to tenderness in stock instead 
of water. Chicken or vegetable broth, and a careful eye for any signs of 
approaching tenderness, will reward you with a soup that has both sweetness 
and body. The tubers love a good chicken stock above all, and simmered 
together they will produce a soup far superior in terms of Xavour and texture 
than mere water alone will ever produce. Boiled in water, they sometimes 
take on a disinfecant note.

If you are cooking them in oil or butter, they will beneWt from Wve or six 
minutes in the steamer Wrst. This will tenderise the innards, leaving less risk 
of them toughening in the frying pan.

When I Wrst came across a recipe that married the root with scallops,  
I assumed it was an aVecation – a plea from a chef desperate for attention. 
Who else could have contrived a terrine of thinly sliced scallops and 
artichokes framed with sprigs of chervil? Then, a while later, I came across  
a mention of artichokes with prawns; then a soup, a salad, a posh restaurant 
dish that again brought together the earthiest of tubers and the most 

delicate of seafood. Warily, I tried them. Wonderful. The most successful 
partnership seems to be with scallops, particularly if you include the 
crescent-shaped corals.

Seasonings for the artichoke
Parsley  The most Wtting of all herbs, earthy but fresh, a perfec match.  
Fold a handful, roughly chopped, into an artichoke salad, or more Wnely 
chopped into a soup. To my taste, the two are inseparable.
Lemon  The best way to keep the vegetable from turning grey, but also  
as a welcome shock of freshness and light to balance the mineral tones.
Orange  Finely grated and added to a dressing in an artichoke salad.  
Use with care.
Butter  Even a thin slice added to oil for frying or roasting is rewarding.
Hazelnuts and almonds  Toast and scatter over the surface of a soup; 
include in a warm salad of artichokes and young spinach leaves.
Walnuts and their oil  Add toasted walnuts to artichoke soup; toss them 
into a salad of artichokes and lemon; use the oil to dress the warm tubers 
straight from the pan.
Bay leaves  A must in artichoke soup.
Cream  It is not always a necessary addition to soup, but even a mere swirl 
of double cream will introduce a little gentility into the proceedings. Till 
later, of course.
Scallops, prawns  Steam your artichokes and toss them with freshly cooked 
prawns or queen scallops, a mass of hashed coriander and a dressing of olive 
oil and lemon juice.
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And ...
The tubers Wrst appear in the shops in late autumn, continuing throughout 
the winter, and should snap crisply. I avoid any that bend.
I Wnd artichokes keep best with a little of their soil attached – or at any rate 
unscrubbed – wrapped in newspaper, in the bottom of the fridge. A cold 
garage or shed will work just as well. Home growers, such as myself, will Wnd 
they keep freshest when left in the soil.
Peeling isn’t always necessary. A good scrub is often enough. I chuck any 
trimmings in the stockpot.
Once the artichokes have been trimmed, the discoloration of their white 
Xesh can be halted not only by the usual lemon juice but also with a dash  
of wine vinegar in the soaking water. You won’t taste it in the cooking.
The extraordinary aVinity that the artichoke has for prawns and scallops 
is at its most simple and charming in a soup of puréed artichoke with a 
scattering of lightly fried scallop on top.
Purées or mashes of artichoke work beautifully with almost any white Wsh, 
but sautéed hake, parsley sauce and mashed artichokes is especially pleasing.
Nutty, Wrm-textured cheeses – think of the Cheddars and Dales varieties, 
along with the Beaufort, Gruyère and farmhouse Gouda-style cheeses – 
partner this root more successfully than the strongly Xavoured, softer 
varieties, which tend to bring out its bitterness.
Though they are good enough with pork, the sweet, mild Xavours of the 
roasted roots make a particularly Wne contrast to the exceedingly savoury 
pan-stickings of a joint of beef.
Wind is almost inevitable. Just go with it.

∗
∗

∗
∗
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A salad of raw artichokes
The juicy crunch of a raw artichoke bears many of the qualities of a water 
chestnut. Few ingredients pack such snowy crispness. I use them in  
a parsley-Xecked salad to add a snap to baked pork chops, but have  
also oVered them at a Saturday bread’n’cheese lunch of Cornish Yarg  
and Appleby’s Cheshire. Lemon is essential if the peeled tubers are not  
to discolour.

enough for 2
a medium lemon
olive oil
walnut oil
Jerusalem artichokes – 00g
parsley

Make the dressing Wrst. Dissolve a good pinch of salt in the juice of the 
lemon, twist in a few turns of the peppermill, then whisk in enough olive 
and walnut oil to make a thickish dressing. I usually Wnd two tablespoons 
of each is about enough. You want the lemon to really sing rather than sit 
quietly in the back row. Peel the artichokes, then slice them thinly, using a 
vegetable peeler. They will be almost transparent. I usually let the shavings 
of artichoke fall into the dressing so that they don’t discolour.

Chop the parsley, but not too Wnely, then toss gently with the salad.  
Add any of the ingredients below or not, as the mood takes you.

Good things to add to your artichoke salad
Hazelnuts, skinned and toasted.
Toasted walnuts.
Thin slices of grilled scallop.
Peeled prawns.

A warm salad of artichokes and bacon
‘Monday cold cuts’ is a key dish in our house: it shows our intent to use 
every scrap, to make the most of what we have, but it also gives me a break. 
It is one meal I don’t have to think about other than sharpening the carving 
knife. The appearance of thin slices of cold meat on the Wrst day of the week 
also gives me a chance to consider a side dish more interesting than a baked 
potato. Sometimes I bring out a bubble and squeak, fried in my old cast 
iron pan, or some leftover mashed root vegetables warmed in a bowl over 
hot water with a knob of butter; other times it’s red cabbage, shredded with 
pickled walnuts as black as coal. Another favourite is a warm salad of some 
sort of root vegetable, fried or steamed, then turned in a mustardy dressing.

enough for 2
Jerusalem artichokes – 00g
smoked streaky bacon – 00g
olive oil –  tablespoons
walnut oil – a tablespoon
lemon juice – a tablespoon
grain mustard –  teaspoons
Xat-leaf parsley – a small bunch

Peel the artichokes, dipping each one into cold water containing a squeeze 
of lemon juice as you go. This will stop them browning. Pile into a steamer 
basket or colander and steam over boiling water until knifepoint tender.

Meanwhile, cook the bacon in a non-stick pan till lightly crisp – you 
probably won’t need any fat – then cut into Wnger-thick strips and drop 
into a salad bowl. Make a dressing with the olive oil, walnut oil, lemon juice 
and mustard, whisking the ingredients together with a seasoning of salt and 
pepper. Chop the parsley and stir it into the dressing (the parsley is essential 
here, I think).

Slice the artichokes thickly, I like them quite chunky for this recipe. 
Over a moderate heat, warm the pan in which you cooked the bacon, then 
add the sliced artichokes, letting them cook till nicely coloured on both 
sides. Now toss them carefully with the bacon and the dressing.

Serve with cold roast beef or chicken.

∗
∗
∗
∗
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Roast artichokes
Scrub the artichokes, say four or Wve per person, then slit them in half  
down their length. Warm a thick slice of butter and a glug of groundnut  
or sunXower oil in a roasting tin. Put the artichokes in, cut-side down. 
Crack open a whole head of garlic, squash  or  cloves per person with the 
Xat of a knife – just enough to break the skin – then chuck them in the tin.

Roast for twenty-Wve to thirty minutes in a hot oven (00°C/Gas ) 
until the underside of the artichokes is crusty. Squeeze over the juice of  
half a lemon, maybe more, and a handful of roughly torn parsley.

Jerusalem artichokes with walnut oil and lemon
Having discovered the delights of raw artichoke with lemon and walnut 
oil, it was only a matter of time before the ingredients took the leap into the 
pan. A main course of artichokes is probably more than most gentle people 
could take, so I use this as something to cuddle up to a main course. It is 
very good with smoked mackerel.

enough for 4 as a side dish
Jerusalem artichokes – 0g
butter – g
walnut oil – a tablespoon
an open-textured loaf such as ciabatta –  slices
lemon juice
parsley leaves – a handful, roughly torn

Wipe, scrub or peel the artichokes as you think Wt. Steam in a colander 
balanced over a pan of boiling water, or simply cook in boiling water, till  
just yielding to the point of a knife. Drain.

Melt the butter in a shallow, heavy-based pan and add the walnut oil. 
When the fat is sizzling, add the artichokes and a generous grinding of salt. 
Leave them to colour, then shake the pan or stir them to colour the other 
sides. Tear the bread into wide hunks and tuck them amongst the vegetables. 
Leave to colour here and there and soak up the pan Xavours. Squeeze over  
a little lemon juice to lift the general earthiness, then toss with the parsley 
and eat.

A pan fry with duck fat and bay
Jerusalem artichokes share with the potato an ability to drink up both 
dressings and the fat in which they cook. Roll a still-warm steamed 
artichoke or potato in a sharp oil and vinegar dressing and it will soak up 
the liquid like a sponge. It is this quality that makes them a candidate for 
cooking in luxurious mediums such as bacon fat or, better still, duck fat.

This contemporary twist on the sautéed potato is, as you might 
expec, something with which to garnish a steak. An ice-crisp salad of 
winter leaves (chicory, radicchio, frisée, maybe) would slice the edge oV  
its richness.

enough for 4 as a side dish
Jersusalem artichokes – 1.kg
a lemon
duck fat –  generous tablespoons
thyme – a couple of sprigs
bay leaves – a couple

Bring a deep pan of water to the boil. Scrub the artichokes, removing the 
most awkward of the lumps and bumps and dropping them into a bowl 
of water into which you have squeezed a little lemon juice. Steam the 
artichokes for seven minutes till almost tender. If they break a little, then  
it is all to the good.

Melt the duck fat in a shallow, heavy-based pan and, once it  
starts to sizzle, add the thyme leaves and bay leaves. These are not an 
aVecation – their eVec is subtle but essential. Put the artichokes in  
the pan in one layer and season with salt. Leave to cook till the roots are 
crisp, golden and tender, shaking the pan from time to time. They  
should be ready in thirty to thirty-Wve minutes.
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A Middle Eastern seasoning for an earthy roast
December 00 and a net of ivory and pink artichokes has turned up in  
the organic box, as knobbly as a bag of vertebrae. We have had them twice 
out of the garden already this week and I am not sure whether to laugh 
or cry. Sound and clean, they have a pink blush to them that makes them 
appear more delicate than they probably are. They tempt, though, and I 
decide to roast them to serve with the sliced cold ham and jar of fruit jelly  
in the fridge.

The tubers get a brief once-over under cold water, which makes their 
soft colours shine like young Xesh, then I put them on the chopping board 
and whack each with a tin of chickpeas. I could have used a rolling pin to 
break the rough-sided tubers but I like the squat heaviness of the tin in the 
hand – it feels like the right tool for the job. The idea is, I suppose, to crack 
each one open so that the roughly broken insides as well as the skin might 
caramelise in the oven’s heat.

For no particular reason, I decide to follow the earlier roast artichoke 
recipe but to season the sweet, earthy roots with the piquancy of a couple  
of chopped pickled lemons, a teaspoon of crushed coriander seeds and  
the throat tickle of large, coarse, parsley leaves. The contrast with the  
pan-cooked ones with fresh lemon I mentioned previously is striking.

A new artichoke soup
I have long made a simple artichoke soup by adding the scrubbed tubers to 
softened onions, pouring over stock and then simmering till the artichokes 
fall apart. I often add a little lemon juice, bay leaves and sometimes a thumb 
of ginger. I blitz it in the blender, then stir in lots of chopped parsley. Some 
might introduce cream at this point but I honestly don’t think it’s necessary. 
The soup is velvety enough. It has become a staple in this kitchen over the 
last few winters; its warm nuttiness is always welcome on a steely-skied 
January day.

Late in the winter of 00, possibly having had one day too many of 
what Beth Chatto calls ‘dustbin-lid skies’, I changed the soup’s tone by 
adding a stirring of bright green spinach. As often happens, it came about 
by accident – a bowl of creamed spinach left over from a boiled gammon 
lunch – added to the soup just to use it up. The magic in this soup is 
in the marriage of earthy cold-weather food and a shot of mood-lifting 
chlorophyll. Spring is obviously stirring.

enough for 4–6
large leeks – 
butter – 0g
Jerusalem artichokes – 0g
bay leaves – 
light stock or water – a litre

for the spinach
butter – a thick slice
large spinach leaves – 00g
crème fraîche –  heaped tablespoons
nutmeg

Finely slice the white and palest green part of the leeks, wash thoroughly 
in plenty of running water, then drain. Melt the butter in a heavy-based 
saucepan, add the sliced leeks, then leave to soften over a low to moderate 
heat for Wfteen to twenty minutes. They need to remain green and white  
and shouldn’t brown at all. I Wnd the easiest way to achieve this is to place  
a disc of greaseproof paper on top of the leeks, followed by the pan lid.  
A regular stir will help.

Rinse and roughly chop the artichokes and add them to the leeks. 
Continue cooking for a few minutes, then add the bay leaves and stock  
or water and bring to the boil. Turn the heat down so that the soup  
bubbles gently, partially covered with the lid. It will take about twenty-Wve 
minutes before the artichokes are tender. Blitz the soup in a blender till 
smooth. I should probably remind you not to overWll the blender jug.  
Pour into a bowl.

Make the spinach cream: melt the butter in the artichoke pan and 
add the spinach. Turn it from time to time till it softens. Press the spinach 
against the side of the pan and drain oV the liquid. Do this thoroughly. Tip 
into the blender and add the crème fraîche, a tiny pinch of ground nutmeg 
and a little salt and blitz.

Warm the artichoke soup (it may be hot enough already if you have 
worked quickly), spoon into soup bowls, then add a couple of spoonfuls  
of the spinach to each bowl and mix the two lightly together as you eat.
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A casserole of artichokes and pork for deepest winter
A damp January morning (00) and a walk round the vegetable patch 
reveals only two herbs in reasonable condition: rosemary, which loses some 
of its potency in winter, and parsley, most of which has collapsed in a dead 
faint to the ground. I value both enormously, feeling even now that they 
have an edge on the imported basil and spindly thyme in the shops.  
Both respond well to earthy winter cooking.

Chilled to the bone (I Wnd it’s the damp that gets to me more than the 
temperature), I come in and use the parsley where it really matters: in a pan 
of braised artichokes and pork sausage, whose brown depths I freshen up 
with Italian lemons and, at its side, some crisp and chewy greens.

enough for 4
pork sausages –  really good ones
olive oil
onions –  medium
garlic –  cloves
small mushrooms – 0g
Jerusalem artichokes – 00g
a large lemon
fennel seeds – a teaspoon
light stock or water to cover – about 00ml
Xat-leaf parsley – a small bunch, roughly chopped
steamed cavolo nero, spring cabbage or purple sprouting, to serve

Brown the sausages all over in a little oil in a deep casserole. Set aside.  
Peel the onions and cut them into thick segments, then add to the pan in 
which you browned the sausages, pouring in a little more oil if you need  
to. Let the onions soften over a moderate heat till they are tender enough  
to crush with a wooden spoon. Don’t hurry this; it should take about Wfteen 
to twenty minutes. Peel and Wnely slice the garlic and add it to the onions. 
Halve the mushrooms and add them too.

Peel or simply scrub the artichokes, then cut them in half. Add them to 
the pan, pushing the onions aside, and let them colour slightly. Now tip the 
sausages back into the pan. Cut the lemon into fat chunks and tuck them in 
along with the fennel seeds and a good seasoning of salt and black pepper.

Pour over enough stock or water to cover and bring to the boil. Turn 
the heat down and simmer for about thirty minutes, until the vegetables are 
truly tender. If there is too much liquid, turn up the heat and let it reduce  
a little. Stir in the parsley, check the seasoning and eat with the greens.


